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We experimentally and numerically demonstrate dual-mode resonances of electrically unconnected and
connected U-shaped resonators array on flexible polyimide substrate in terahertz (THz) region. The unit
cell consisting of two back-to-back U-shaped resonators (TUR) shows strong induction-capacitance re-
sonance for TM mode and dipole resonance for TE mode. Then we clarify the transmission spectra
characteristics of fourfold U-shaped resonators (FURs), which are composed of two twisted TUR at 90°.
Distinct characteristic transmission responses are observed in varied coupled distances, specially, an “L-
shaped” resonance is observed at connected FUR which does not exist in unconnected FUR. The polar-
ization tunable property of TUR and polarization-independent characteristics of FUR are adequately
clarified. Some applications such as polarization-tunable modulator (peak-to-peak value is about 0.4 for
90° polarization rotation) and polarization-independent dual-channel filter (full width with half max-
imum (FWHMs) nears to 85 GHz) is proposed and verified experimentally, which may benefit to broaden
novel ultrathin flexible THz devices.

& 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

THz technology has attracted a lot of research interest during
the past decades, which attributes to the rapid progress in THz
emitters, detectors, and functional components [1–7]. Among
these progresses, THz metamaterials have gained widely atten-
tions over the past decade due to their fantastic characteristics and
potential applications such as negative refractive index [8,9], ab-
sorbers [10,11], superlens [12], and sensing [13,14]. The split ring
resonator (SRR) is one of the most popular elements to construct
metamaterials due to its simplicity and easy understanding by
using induction-capacitance (LC) theory. Specially, a U-shaped
resonator (UR) which is simplified by SRR is a much more fun-
damental metamaterials element. Many phenomena based on
complex structures can be easily understood in metamaterials
with simple UR arrays. In addition, a large number of designs can
be achieved in coupled UR arrays by varying the mutual resonator-
resonator coupling strength, which modifies the resonant fre-
quencies and field intensities of coupled UR arrays [15–17]. To
directly understanding the origin of such UR arrays interaction,
mzhu@usst.edu.cn (Y. Zhu).
some work focus on the effects of coupling for two fundamental
geometrical array layout schemes, in which two URs are placed
back to back or face to face [18,19]. The asymmetric configuration
and the coupling strength are sufficiently studied to analysis the
resonance hybridization. In our previous work, a switchable po-
larization sensitive THz metamaterials filter was proposed, which
consisted of four square electric LC structures and two connecting
bent-lines on a flexible substrate [20]. In this paper, we theoreti-
cally proposed and experimentally verified a novel metamaterials
for similar modulation purpose in Ref. [20]. Different from the
structure in Ref. [20], our designed structure comprises two
U-shaped resonators (TUR) which are placed back-to-back. This
structure reflects different responses and resonances for TE and
TM polarized wave. By using this structure, a polarization-tunable
switchable modulator could be realized, which experimental peak-
to-peak value of normalized transmission is about 0.4 for 90o

polarization rotation. Furthermore, by borrowing the polarization
insensitive arrangement proposed in Ref. [21] which detects the
electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) with a windmill
type metamaterial consisting of two dumbbell dielectric resonator,
we also demonstrated polarization insensitive property with a
“fourfold U-shaped resonators” (FUR) unit cell composed of two
orthogonal back placed TUR. The transmission property of coupled
UR arrays (coupling between adjacent URs in FUR) are important
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and need to be researched; even the transmission effect of single
UR structures have been theoretically analyzed [22]. The trans-
mission responses and coupled mechanisms of different distances
varied from unconnected to point-contacted and finally fully
connected FUR are completely researched. Different resonance
properties are observed in the unconnected FUR (UFUR), point-
contacted FUR (PFUR) and connected FUR (CFUR). Specially, an “L-
shaped” resonance is observed in PFUR and CFUR which does not
exist in UFUR. As their polarization insensitive properties, the
UFUR and CFUR both can be designed as a polarization-in-
dependent dual-channel filter. The measured full width with half
maximum (FWHM) are about 90 GHz and 80 GHz at the two dips
for UFUR, while the FWHM of CFUR are 130 GHz and 75 GHz. Due
to their tunable and flexible properties, our metamaterials could
be widely used in THz field.
Fig. 2. (a) Experimental and (b) simulated transmission spectra of TUR excited by
TM polarized wave (red line) and TE polarized wave (black line). (c) Experimental
and (d) simulated transmission spectra of UFUR under TM polarized wave excita-
tion. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
2. Fabrication and results

The designed metamaterials are illustrated in Fig. 1. The unit
cell of FUR is comprised of two identical TUR twisted by 90°.
Geometric parameters of FUR are depicted in Fig. 1(a), with arm
length a¼100 μm, gap length b¼60 μm, groove depth h¼80 μm,
line width w¼20 μm, the distance between two adjacent URs
s¼10 μm, and the period of unit cell p¼380 μm. The metama-
terials were fabricated with 200 nm thick aluminum film on a
25 μm thick flexible polyimide substrate by conventional photo-
lithography [21]. In Fig. 1(b), I, II, and III are the optical microscope
images of the TUR, UFUR and CFUR samples, respectively, IV is the
photograph of the flexible thin polyimide substrate. The planar
samples were measured by use of fast and slow scan-based THz
time domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) [23–25]. The absolute am-
plitude transmittance is defined as |t(ω)|¼ |ES(ω)/ER(ω)|2, where ES
(ω) and ER(ω) are Fourier transformed amplitudes of the THz
pulse transmitted through the samples and reference (the blank
polyimide substrate), respectively.

At the first step, we investigate the transmission responses of
back coupled TUR excited by normal incident electromagnetic wave
with 0° polarization angle (TM wave) and 90° polarization angle (TE
wave). The experimental and simulated results are presented in
Fig. 2(a) and (b), respectively. The measured data are supported by
full-wave numerical simulations using CST Microwave Studio. The
polyimide substrate with relative permittivity εpi¼3.5 is modeled
as a lossy dielectric medium with a loss tangent of 0.05 and alu-
minum is simulated with a conductivity of sAl¼3.56�107 S/m
Fig. 1. (a) The unit cell of FUR, with arm length a¼100 μm, gap length b¼60 μm, groove
period of unit cell p¼380 μm. (b) I, II, and III, are the optical microscope images of the U
polyimide substrate.
(behave almost like perfect conductor compared to visible region
[26]). When the back placed TUR is excited by TM polarized wave,
(see red curves in Fig. 2(a) and (b)), a transmission dip occurs at
0.451 THz. However, when the incident electric field turns to TE
mode, another resonance dip emerges at 0.627 THz, and the origi-
nal resonance dip disappears completely (see as the black curve in
Fig. 2(a) and (b)). Here, the back placed TUR array can also be re-
garded as the face coupled TUR array, but the response for the face
placed TUR is the same as that for the back coupled TUR array. It is
because that in our design the coupling effect between two URs
(either face coupled or back coupled) is extremely weak due to far
distance and symmetric structure. To further explore the char-
acteristic transmission responses of two twisted TURs, the spectral
transmittance of UFUR evoked by TM polarized wave are shown in
Fig.2(c) and (d). It notes that there is no difference between TM
mode and TE mode for UFUR as its symmetric nature. It is observed
that two dips produced at 0.452 THz and 0.623 THz, which come
from the combined resonance effects of perpendicular and parallel
oriented TURs. The experimental and simulated spectra fit very
well, except some difference of the amplitude intensity which
caused by the absorption loss of substrate material.
depth h¼80 μm, line width w¼20 μm, the distance between URs s¼10 μm, and the
TUR, PFUR and CFUR samples, respectively, IV is the photograph of the flexible thin
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3. Analysis and discussion

To understand the origin of the spectral characteristics, electric
field and surface currents distributions of TUR and UFUR are given
in Fig. 3(a) and (b), respectively. In Fig. 3(a), I and II show the
electric field and surface currents distributions, respectively, at
low-frequency resonance dip (0.451 THz) of TUR with a TM po-
larized incident wave. It is clear that the resonance dip arises from
the induction-capacitance (LC) resonance [19]. When the incident
electric field converts to TE polarized mode, the resonance fre-
quency moves to 0.627 THz and acts as a dipole resonance, see III
and IV in Fig. 3(a). Indeed, the TUR can be regarded as a bar re-
sonator for TM mode and LC resonator for TE mode. In UFUR, the
low-frequency resonance dip located at 0.452 THz is dominated by
the LC resonance in the perpendicular arranged TUR (shown in
Fig. 3(b), I and II) and the high-frequency resonance dip located at
0.623 THz primarily arises from the dipole resonance in parallel
oriented TUR (shown in Fig. 3(b), V and VI). In the transparency
peak 0.530 THz, the LC resonance and dipole resonance exist at the
same time with comparative electric field intensity (weaker than
the resonances at two dips, presented by the light red arrows in
Fig. 3(b)), meanwhile the direction of surface currents are opposite
at the two twisted TURs (shown in Fig. 3(b), III and IV). At the
transparency window 0.53 THz, the weak destructive interference
between adjacent URs can be found in Fig. 3(b) III.

To further clarify the resonance properties of FUR, we also
study the transmission spectra of different coupled distances s,
varied from s¼10 μm (UFUR), s¼0 μm (PFUR) and s¼�20 μm
(CFUR), as shown in Fig. 4(a). Fig. 4(b) is the image of FURs with
different distances s. When coupled distance s decreased from
10 μm to 0 μm, the resonance dips of UFUR at 0.452 THz and
0.623 THz disappeared, meanwhile another two new resonance
dips emerge at 0.36 THz (a broad resonance dip) and 0.50 THz (a
sharp resonance dip). Further, when the four URs are fully con-
nected (s¼�20 μm), two strong resonances exist at 0.38 THz and
0.56 THz. Compared with UFUR, the CFUR owns an intense and
broad resonance at the low-frequency dip. Meanwhile, the CFUR
exhibits a stronger resonance at the high-frequency dip than PFUR.

To understand the underling physics of the transmission spectra
with PFUR and CFUR, the electric field and surface currents dis-
tributions at corresponding resonance dips are given in Fig. 5. In
PFUR, the low-frequency resonance dip is mainly driven by the LC
resonance on perpendicular TUR, see (I) and (II) in Fig. 5(a). The high-
frequency resonance dip primary arises from the “L-shaped” re-
sonance of adjacent arms, meanwhile an anti-phase surface currents
appear at the perpendicular arrayed TUR, as shown in Fig. 5(a) (III)
and (IV). From the surface currents distributions, it indicates that two
twisted TURs are electrically connected even just four point contact
among adjacent URs. Importantly, the “L-shaped” resonance could
Fig. 3. (a) The electric field and surface currents distributions of (a) TUR (I) and (II) at
polarized wave, and (b) UFUR (I) and (II) at 0.452 THz (the low-frequency resonance dip
high-frequency resonance dip). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figu
not be discovered in UFUR. To further research the mechanism of
electrically connected FUR, the resonance property of CFUR are de-
scribed below. The low-frequency resonance dip is mostly induced
by the LC resonance on perpendicular TUR and another dip is created
by the “L-shaped” resonance, as in Fig. 5(b). It is notable that the “L-
shaped” resonance in CFUR is stronger than PFUR, meanwhile the
anti-phase surface currents at the high-frequency dip disappears,
which is consistent with the observed transmission spectrum as il-
lustrated in Fig. 4(a). Compared with UFUR, the CFUR have stronger
LC resonance at the low-frequency dip, meanwhile an “L-shaped”
resonance is observed at the high-frequency dip which does not exist
in UFUR. Therefore, distinct characteristic transmission responses are
observed at varied coupled distance, which is owning to different
modes take place at unconnected and connected FUR.
4. Two applications

4.1. Polarization-tunable switchable modulator based on TUR array

Here, we analyse the transmission responses of back coupled
TUR excited by different polarization electric fields as shown in
Fig. 6. Fig. 6(a) and (b) are the simulated and experimental trans-
mission spectra via different polarization angles θ, respectively.
When the TUR is excited by TM polarized wave, namely θ¼0°, only
one dip exists in 0.452 THz which arises from the LC resonance.
With the increase of the polarization angle θ, the resonance in-
tensity at this dip becomes weak and finally disappears when θ
approaches to 45°, meanwhile a new dip emerges at 0.627 THz and
becomes strong step by step. The high-frequency dip is a dipole
resonance which is studied above. Therefore, under the TM polar-
ized wave (θ¼0°), the low-frequency resonance dip located at
0.451 THz puts out the characteristics of stop band, which can be
regarded as switch-off state, meanwhile the high-frequency re-
sonance dip at 0.627 THz fully permits the electromagnetic wave
transmission, which acts as a switch-on state. When the incident
electromagnetic wave changes to TE mode (θ¼90°), the result
shows opposite effect. Consequently, the conversion of on–off state
between the two modes can be achieved with different polarization
angles. In the experiment, the different polarization angles could be
easily realized by rotating the samples. The experimental peak-to-
peak value is about 0.4. As its polarization-dependent property, the
TUR could be used as a polarization-tunable switchable modulator.

4.2. Polarization-independent dual-channel filers based on UFUR
and CFUR

We have already discussed the transmission characteristics of
TUR array, which presents the feature of switchable modulation
0.451 THz excited by a TM polarized wave, (III) and (IV) at 0.627 THz under a TE
), (III) and (IV) at 0.530 THz (the transparency peak), (V) and (VI) at 0.623 THz (the
re legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)



Fig. 4. (a) Transmission spectra of different coupled distances s varied from s¼10 μm (UFUR, red line) to s¼0 μm (PFUR, blue line) and finally s¼�20 μm (CFUR, black line).
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 5. The electric field and surface currents distributions of (a) UFUR I and II at low-frequency resonance dip 0.36 THz, III and IV at high-frequency resonance dip 0.50 THz,
and (b) CFUR I and II at low-frequency resonance dip 0.38 THz, III and IV at high-frequency resonance dip 0.56 THz.

Fig. 6. (a) Simulated and (b) experimental transmission spectra of TUR with different polarization angles θ.
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just by rotating the sample. If we arrange two TURs orthogonally
[21], the two modes may follow the predication of polarization
independence. Fig. 7(a) and (b) shows the simulated and experi-
mental transmission spectra of UFUR under different polarization
angles θ, respectively. As the incident polarization angle θ varies
from 0° to 45°, we can observe negligible difference in the trans-
mission spectra, which clearly demonstrates the polarization-in-
dependent transmission response, similar to the property
described in Ref. [21]. The experimental FWHM is 90 GHz at
0.452 THz and 80 GHz at 0.623 THz. In Fig. 7, (c) and (d) are the
simulated and experimental transmission spectra of CFUR, which
also present the insensitive property of the polarization angle.
Compared with the UFUR, the resonant dips of CFUR are observed
at two different frequencies, and exhibit a broad dip at low fre-
quency. The coupled intensity of closed distance s¼�20 μm is
stronger than far distance s¼10 μm. A point worth emphasizing is



Fig. 7. (a) Simulated and (b) experimental transmission spectra of UFUR under different polarization angles θ, respectively. (c) Simulated and (d) experimental transmission
spectra of CFUR under different polarization angles θ, respectively.

Fig. 8. Surface currents distributions of UFUR (a) 0.452 THz (low-frequency re-
sonance dip) and (b) 0.623 THz (high-frequency resonance dip); and CFUR
(c) 0.38 THz (low-frequency resonance dip) and (d) 0.56 THz (high-frequency re-
sonance dip), when the polarization angle θ is 45°.
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that the resonance modes between UFUR and CFUR are quite
different, specially, an “L-shaped” resonance is observed in CFUR
which does not exists in UFUR. Therefore, both the UFUR and CFUR
may be applied to polarization-independent dual-channel filer.

To gain more insight of the polarization-independent property
mentioned above, Fig. 8 shows the surface currents distributions
of UFUR and CFUR when the polarization angle θ is 45°. At the
low-frequency dip of UFUR, LC resonance can be found at the four
URs concurrently, which is caused by the perpendicular electric
field component to arms of each URs, shown in Fig. 8(a). The
surface currents distributions of high-frequency resonance dip
(see Fig. 8(b)) exhibit typical dipole resonance in all URs due to the
parallel electric field component to arms. In this way, the two
resonance dips always exist without a drift at any polarization
angle. Thus the transmission spectra of UFUR present polarization-
independent characteristics. Fig.8(c) is the surface currents dis-
tributions of CFUR at the low-frequency dip, which show LC re-
sonance at four URs, which is similar to the condition of UFUR
except a stronger resonance. However, at the high-frequency re-
sonance dip of CFUR, two ‘”L-shaped” resonances emerge at
neighboring arms of URs, which does not exist at UFUR. Though
the polarization angle varied, the two resonant modes always
generate. This is due to the fact that parallel and perpendicular
electric field components invariably can be sought no matter what
the polarization angle is.
5. Conclusion

In conclusion, we have proposed and demonstrated a tunable
switchable modulator and a polarization-independent dual-chan-
nel filter on TUR and FUR metamaterials structures based on a
flexible polyimide substrate. The modulator achieved about
0.4 peak-to-peak values at the two dips, and the FWHMs of the
filter are 90 GHz and 80 GHz at the two channels for UFUR, and
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130 GHz and 75 GHz for CFUR. Firstly, we discuss the fabrication of
samples and present the experimental and simulated transmission
responses of TUR and UFUR. Then, the electric field and surface
currents distributions of these metamaterials under TM polarized
wave and TE polarized wave are analyzed to show the polarization
dependent property in the TUR structure. Specially, the transmis-
sion responses and resonance mechanisms of FUR with different
coupled distances are discussed adequately; an “L-shaped” re-
sonance is observed at CFUR which does not exist at UFUR. Finally,
we introduce two applications based on fabricated structures,
namely, a tunable switchable modulator and a polarization-in-
dependent dual-channel filter. As their special property of tunable,
polarization-independent and flexible, the metamaterials struc-
tures would be widely used in THz field.
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